Delta Upsilon chapters are structured with an Executive Board of elected officers who lead various committees and committee chairman. Delta Upsilon asks each chapter/colony to have an Executive Board with at least eight members: a President and seven Vice Presidents. Depending on chapter size and housing type, some DU chapters/colonies have additional, discretionary Executive Board officers.

Read Executive Board officer positions and find officer resources at www.deltau.org/chapter-resources.

As with the discretionary officers, each chapter/colony may vary in the number of committees and committee chairman it has. Below, you can find an example of a chapter officer/committee structure commonly found. The seven Vice Presidents listed below are the positions in which the Fraternity requires each chapter to have.

CHAPTER ADVISORY BOARD
Each DU chapter/colony has a Chapter Advisory Board to assist the chapter and provide guidance to the Executive Board. This board is made of DU alumni and nonmember volunteers who wish to support DU. The ideal Chapter Advisory Board will consist of a Chairman plus one advisor for each undergraduate for a total of nine (9) board members. The average DU chapter has six (6) advisors.